
Archery Merit Badge Requirement WORKSHEET    
 
1. State and Explain Range Safety Rules (pages 13-16)  
 a) _____ 3 Safety Rules on Shooting Line   

_____ 3 Safety Rules when Retrieving Arrows 
_____ 4 Whistle Commands 

 
b)  _____ State and Explain General Safety Rules 
 _____ Demonstrate Safe Arrow Handling 

 
 c) _____ Tell about local and state laws for owning and using archery tackle 
 
2. a) _____ Name and point to the parts of an arrow (page 19) 
 b) _____ Describe 3 or more types of arrows (page 19) 
 c) _____ Name 4 principal materials for arrow shafts (page 20) 
 d) _____ Make a complete arrow (prerequisite) (page 24) ******* 
 e) _____ Explain care and storage of arrows (pages 21-22) 
 
3. a) _____ Explain care and storage of tabs, arm guards, gloves, quivers (pages 26-27) 
 b) _____ Explain the following terms: 
   _____ cast (page 74) 
   _____ draw weight (page 50) 
   _____ string height or fistmele (page 55) 
   _____ aiming - bow sight & point of aim (pages 60-62) 
   _____ spine (page 76) 
   _____ mechanical release (page 28) 
   _____ freestyle vs. barebow (page 72) 
    
 c) _____ Make a bowstring (prerequisite) (page 31-41) ******* 
 
4. a) _____ Explain the importance of obeying the range officer (page 17) 

b) _____ Explain end vs. round (page 76) 
An end is a complete set of arrows, number depends on the event.  
A round is a full set of one event, may involve multiple ends. 

 c) _____ Explain target vs. field vs. 3D archery (page 65) 
 d) _____ Explain scoring of the 5 color target (page 70) 
 e) _____ Explain scoring the NFAA black & white field target & blue indoor target (page 68) 
 f) _____ Explain elimination system used in Olympic archery competition (page 72) 
  
5. Option B “Compound Bow” 
 

a)   _____ Name and point to the parts of the compound bow (page 49) 
 
_____ upper /lower limbs 
_____ wheel and cam 
_____ limb bolts     
_____ riser window 
 

_____ riser   
_____ back and face of bow 
_____ arrow rest  
_____ serving 

 

_____ nocking point  
_____ string vs. cable 
_____ grip   
_____ axle 

b)       _____  Explain care and storage of compound bows (pages 52-53) 
c)     _____ Show 9 steps of good shooting form (pages 56-63) 

(Stance, Nock, Set, Pre-Draw, Draw, Anchor, Aim, Release, Follow-Thru) 
d)       _____ Why do you have your compound bow string replaced at an archery shop? (page 53) 
e)     _____ Locate and mark nocking point (page 39) 



f) Option #2 - Shoot 30 arrows at a 80cm 5-color target at 15 yards and score 160+ 
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******* For arrow & string making requirements, please call Michiana Archery at 574-272-5300 

Ask for Rory – Archery Manager, who will help you on a 1-on-1 basis for a nominal fee. 
 

 


